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SERIES DEFINITION

This series includes positions concerned with advising on, administering, supervising, or performing work in the collection, analysis, evaluation, interpretation, and dissemination of information on political, economic, social, cultural, physical, geographic, scientific, or military conditions, trends, and forces in foreign and domestic areas that directly or indirectly affect the national security. These positions require a basic knowledge and understanding of one or more of the natural or social sciences, engineering, or military science, but do not demand, as a primary qualification requirement, full knowledge of the current state of the art.

COVERAGE

The new Intelligence Series, GS-0132, supersedes and combines the former Intelligence Research Series, GS-0132 and the Military Intelligence Research Series, GS-0133; the Military Intelligence Analysis Series, GS-0134, has been redefined and retitled as Intelligence Aid and Clerk Series.

The following types of positions are excluded from the Intelligence Series, GS-0132:

1. Those positions requiring as a primary qualification requirement full professional knowledge of the current state of the art in one or more of the natural or social sciences, or engineering. Such positions will be classified to the appropriate series such as Physics Series, GS-1310; Economist Series, GS-0110; Electronics Engineer Series, GS-0855; or Operations Research Series, GS-1515.

2. Those positions concerned with intelligence investigations and security administration measures. (See the Security Administration Series, GS-0080; Guard Series, GS-0085; or the General Investigation Series, GS-1810.)

3. Those positions performing subordinate or clerical work in connection with intelligence data which requires a knowledge and understanding of the administrative or clerical procedures and operations peculiar to the collection, production, and dissemination of intelligence information. (See the Intelligence Aid and Clerk Series, GS-0134.)

Included in this series are positions concerned with (a) collection of covert information for intelligence purposes, (b) counter-intelligence, and (c) photo-interpretation when such positions primarily require the application of intelligence techniques and knowledges described in this standard. For example, in the field of photo-interpretation:

(1) Positions concerned with using technical skills involved in designing equipment, taking photographs and other images, and determining, by utilizing technical skills and a knowledge of photography, the physical characteristics of the terrain, buildings, and equipment photographed are excluded from the Intelligence Series, GS-0132.
(2) Positions utilizing primarily engineering skills to ascertain the operational characteristics of equipment or structural characteristics of buildings from their photographs are excluded from the Intelligence Series, GS-0132.

(3) Positions whose incumbents work with photographic or other graphic data in testing their authenticity and reliability for intelligence purposes, or in interpreting their significance in terms of intelligence objectives are included in the Intelligence Series, GS-0132.

(4) Positions whose incumbents plan intelligence collection systems for photographic data, prepare intelligence collection manuals, or fill requests for intelligence requirements in photographic form are included in the Intelligence Series, GS-0132.

The grade level descriptions in this standard are necessarily non-specific. They are keyed to operations and programs unique to intelligence functions. Therefore, these grade level descriptions are not to be used for cross-series comparisons.

**DEFINITION OF TERMS**

The following terms have specialized meanings as applied to intelligence work and used in these standards:

*Raw intelligence* means data which are unevaluated or unanalyzed from an intelligence standpoint and which may be derived from a variety of sources.

*Finished intelligence* means the product resulting from the collection, evaluation, analysis, integration, and interpretation of all available information which concerns one or more aspects of conditions in foreign nations or in functional areas such as power, transportation, etc., and which is immediately or potentially significant to planning. It may be in written, graphic, or oral form.

When the two terms described above are applied to the work of a specific intelligence activity, it will be seen that the finished intelligence product of one activity can become raw intelligence for another activity with a different mission. These terms are used in this standard in the context of the work of the intelligence activity under consideration.

Finished intelligence falls into three functional categories: Basic descriptive intelligence, current-reportorial intelligence, and speculative-estimative intelligence.

*Basic-descriptive intelligence* is often of an encyclopedic detailed nature and usually embodies information of a long-term background nature. It may be a survey of a country which includes its geographical, economic, military, and political situation, or it may be a survey of, for example, the world's clay resources and their rate of use.
Current-reportorial intelligence is contemporary information on the up-to-the-minute situation in a foreign country or area. It may, for example, cover the implications of a recent election, revolution, coup d’etat. Its purpose is to keep policy and decision makers currently informed.

Speculative-estimative intelligence focuses primarily on projecting what future conditions will be. For example, what will be the effect on the policy of her surrounding neighbors if a certain nation builds up her defensive armament? How will that country’s position on a given issue effect what her allies will do?

ORGANIZATION OF INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

The intelligence activities of the Federal Government are carried on under the direction and coordination of a central agency. Most of the finished intelligence is produced by the intelligence organization of the various departments which make up what is known as "the intelligence community." Each of these activities produces finished intelligence for use in accomplishing its own objectives. This type of intelligence is generally known as departmental intelligence. At the same time many members of the intelligence community contribute to the central agency finished intelligence (in their own area of activity) for overall intelligence reports. This type of intelligence is generally known as national intelligence. From time to time, members of the intelligence community procure services by private contract.

Intelligence reports are produced to provide information on which officials responsible for planning or administering Government programs can base action related to the national security. They may be initiated by a request for information from such officials. The information desired may be in the realm of factual, statistical, or other concrete data. For example, what was the production of chariots for fiscal ’92 in Assyria? (Assyria does not release information of this sort); who is Marcus Claudius, the man who has just engineered a coup d’etat in Babylon and what is his political backing? or what are the operational characteristics of the new Etruscan sling shot? It may be of a more speculative nature: What percentage of the gross national product of Etruria will be devoted to offensive armament five years from now? What are the reactions of the prime minister of Babylon toward a certain proposal likely to be? In what direction is Assyrian chariot research tending?

Frequently, a departmental intelligence activity may receive an item of raw intelligence which, in itself, appears insignificant. When it is related to other known information, the item assumes a different significance. As a result, the intelligence organization may initiate a research project which will culminate in an intelligence report filling out or completing the body of information.

THE INTELLIGENCE PROCESS

The intelligence process, regardless of the mission of the intelligence organization involved, includes the following steps:
1. **Collection.** -- This includes planning the collection effort, developing collection guides and evaluating and analyzing collection results. Raw data are derived from overt or covert sources of information overseas, from returned travelers, from published material acquired either overseas or domestically, or from monitored foreign broadcasts.

2. **Production.** -- This accumulation of data is continuously reviewed and analyzed and stored for future reference. Through the review and analysis, gaps in information are discovered, and are filled to the extent possible. As requested by policy and decision-making officials, or as prompted by the analysis of existing data, finished intelligence studies, reports, and surveys synthesizing, interpreting, or projecting this information are produced.

3. **Dissemination.** -- Raw intelligence and finished intelligence reports are of no use unless they are received by the audience which has need for them. Because of the nature of the intelligence process, any given information may be of use and value to the other members of the intelligence community and to any number of policy makers in numerous locations throughout the Federal Government. Therefore, an essential part of the intelligence process is the distributing of raw and finished intelligence so as to assure that the information reaches not only the organization requesting it, and for which it was originally designed, but also all others in the intelligence community who may have an interest in it.

While all intelligence organizations carry out the same process, each organization is geared toward producing departmental and sometimes national intelligence within its own sphere of operations. For example, the organization whose major function is the issuance of overseas information conducts an intelligence operation concerned with assessing the effects of its own program and also the propaganda efforts of other nations. Likewise, there is an intelligence operation organized around obtaining information about geography, another around communications systems and devices, another around atomic energy, etc.
STRUCTURE OF THE OCCUPATION

The intelligence occupation includes two different kinds of work: (1) intelligence research and analysis and (2) work connected with the organization of activities for the collection of raw intelligence and the dissemination of finished intelligence.

In the discussion of these two kinds of work, the following terms are used with specialized meanings for these standards only:

Professional discipline means a branch of knowledge such as is usually taught in a college or university. It includes recognized fields in social science, natural science, military science, and engineering.

Subject-matter field means a specialization within the field of intelligence research or operations. A subject-matter field may be recognized on a country or regional basis, a functional basis such as power, transportation, political movements, or on an intelligence operational basis such as collection techniques, or liaison operations. Organizations whose intelligence mission is in a functional field such as transportation may organize their research activities into geographic areas by country or region or into functional areas of transportation such as air, sea, or land.

Intelligence research

Intelligence research and analysis include the evaluation of collected information, drawing of pertinent inferences from its analysis, and interpretation of such inferences in keeping with the requirements of officials responsible for planning or for making policy decisions. Much of this work is performed within one or another of the natural sciences, social sciences, military science, and engineering fields.

Positions which require that the research worker have a broad background in a professional discipline and a knowledge of the techniques and principles of intelligence research, but not a comprehensive knowledge of the current state of the art in the particular discipline, are classified in the Intelligence Series, GS-0132.

On the other hand, there are many positions which function in the field of intelligence and require an up-to-date knowledge of a professional discipline as the prime qualification requirement and also require, secondarily, familiarity with and understanding of the intelligence process. Research workers in these positions apply knowledges of a professional discipline equivalent to those used by the research worker in an activity other than intelligence. For example, in the field of scientific or engineering research and development, research workers may be analyzing a finished device or part of a finished device from a foreign power in an attempt to reconstruct the principles and theories which governed its development and use. In the field of economics, they may be studying the transportation system of a nation with a view towards establishing its military potential. Such positions are to be classified in the appropriate social science, natural science, or engineering series.
Determination of whether any given position is classifiable in the Intelligence Series or in another series must be made on the basis of careful consideration of the requirements for, or characteristics of, the individual position. The primary qualifications requirements, recruitment sources, and career ladders generally provide the bases for making series determinations.

*If* incumbents are recruited into intelligence work at the entrance level with a background of training or experience equivalent to the bachelor's degree in one of the professional disciplines, but their careers are in the field of intelligence research, the position properly belongs in the Intelligence Series. *If*, on the other hand, recruitment to the position is from the professional discipline (usually at or above the journeyman level) and *if* the normal career development will be in other aspects of the professional discipline besides intelligence research, the position is classified in an appropriate professional discipline series. Grade determination of such positions should be based upon the appropriate professional, scientific, or engineering standards as well as the criteria expressed in these standards.

**Characteristics of intelligence research**

In applying the principles of intelligence research, an incumbent assembles, collates, and analyzes separate bits of information from a variety of known and unknown sources, gathered under known and unknown conditions. He assesses their validity and reliability and, on the basis of all of the information known to him, estimates what the characteristics of a specific situation may be and predicts its effects upon future events. His judgment is often based upon less than full and sometimes barely adequate information because that is all the data there are, or because the time at his disposal is limited. Decision makers and policy planners must act, and the researcher may not refuse to offer a judgment; the imposed deadline must be met. The amount of time devoted to a piece of research is governed by when the results are needed rather than by the nature of the riddle to be solved.

There is another characteristic of intelligence research which has a significant effect upon recruitment. This is the anonymity associated with the work. Like many other kinds of research papers, the finished intelligence report is often not a one-man product; it may be a product of a group effort. Like many other research papers it is classified. In addition, it is unsigned; its publication is not attributed to the research worker, nor do its conclusions go to swell the general body of knowledge available to the scholarly community. Indeed, even within the intelligence community the author of a finished intelligence report may often be virtually unknown.

All of these characteristics require recruitment of research competence with a very different orientation from that characteristic of "traditional" research. The work requires persons who will offer conclusions based upon the best available information, who can work in a team situation, and who will accept the restrictions of anonymity.
Intelligence Research Specialist

The approved title for positions in the intelligence research field is *Intelligence Research Specialist*.

*Intelligence Research Specialists* apply a basic knowledge of a professional discipline, the principles and techniques of inductive and deductive reasoning, and a subject-matter knowledge of either a geographical area or a functional area to the production of finished intelligence reports. To accomplish this function they receive and review data from various documents, reference books, periodicals, newspapers, reports, photographs, and other forms of communication. They analyze and evaluate the significance and validity of such data and provide for its storage and maintenance. They exploit (As used in the intelligence field this means to acquire the maximum intelligence use out of raw data.), interpret, and project existing data to fill gaps in information, request the collection of data to fill gaps in knowledge, and review and evaluate finished intelligence reports from the point of view of their specific subject-matter fields.

In addition, some intelligence research specialists (1) give guidance to officials stationed or traveling overseas, and to others in a position to collect raw data, as to type and significance of information needed, (2) interview (debrieve) returning foreign travelers to obtain intelligence data, and (3) conduct briefing sessions on specific topics for policy and decision-makers who are in need of specific intelligence information.

Intelligence operations

There is another group of positions in the intelligence field that is concerned with the development of collection plans, the organization of activities for the collection of raw intelligence data in a variety of subject-matter areas and the dissemination of finished intelligence reports. They apply a knowledge of the organization and operations of the entire intelligence function to a variety of different kinds of tasks and functions designed to collect and disseminate information.

Intelligence Operations Specialist

The approved title for positions in the field of intelligence operations is *Intelligence Operations Specialist*.

*Intelligence Operations Specialists* apply the knowledge of a professional discipline such as international relations, current history, military science, or political science and a knowledge of the operations and resources of the organizations which make up the intelligence community to a subject-matter specialty in the field of intelligence operations. Examples of such subject-matter specialties are collection techniques for electronics, intelligence, and liaison activities.
Intelligence Operations Specialists determine the need for and write collection manuals and guides, edit requests for intelligence data, perform liaison functions within the intelligence community, and determine the distribution of raw intelligence data and finished intelligence reports. In all of these activities they apply a knowledge of the organization for, and methods of, collecting intelligence data and of the resources and interests of the intelligence community; they utilize imagination in relating the collection and dissemination processes to the needs of research. For example, when an intelligence research specialist requests a specific piece of information he may do so with little regard for the relative availability of the information or of the methods by which it may be acquired. The intelligence operations specialist has a knowledge of the resources of the entire intelligence community. He considers whether another intelligence organization or an outside source has the required data; whether other intelligence research specialists in the same or other organizations have need for the same or related data, how they may best be acquired and which organization has the best collection facilities for their acquisition. He also considers, with the research specialist, the relative importance of the requested information to the research report as against the cost of acquisition, both monetarily and in terms of compromising sources of information. He assures the fullest exploitation of all data received, by referring it to all interested members of the intelligence community.

Intelligence operations specialists exercise their functions through dealing with other people; they are generalists who are engaged, primarily, in facilitating the entire intelligence process.

**GRADE-DETERMINING CHARACTERISTICS**

While the positions of intelligence research specialists and intelligence operation specialists differ in detail and, in many cases, in specialized knowledge and abilities, the difficulty and responsibility may be measured by the same characteristic factors. These factors are:

1. **Nature and scope of the assignment**
2. **Independence of operation and judgment**
3. **Personal work contacts**
4. **Nature and scope of commitments; and**
5. **Skills and knowledges required.**

1. **Nature and scope of assignment**

Each intelligence organization has set up its intelligence programs on a functional basis, directed toward fulfilling that organization's responsibility for its own and for the national intelligence effort. These functional areas are typically: collection activities, dissemination activities, liaison with other intelligence organizations including the central agency and research. Research activities are sometimes organized by geographical area with individual research workers typically assigned to a single country and with sections or divisions concentrating on related groups of countries or continents. Within a country assignment, research workers devote their
activities to those aspects of the country that are pertinent to the intelligence organization's mission. Another method of organization is by functions related to the intelligence mission such as economic development or international trade and, within that function, by country or groups of related countries.

In considering the nature and scope of the assignment of a non-supervisory intelligence research specialist, the number and interrelationships of the geographical or functional areas to which he is assigned is of importance to the extent that it affects the nature of the duties and responsibilities which he carries out. For example, is he assigned to the preparation of basic descriptive reports about the economic status of a country only, or does he prepare speculative-estimative reports concerning the military capability of a country, the future activities of key individuals, or the economic capabilities of an entire geographic bloc of nations?

Availability of raw data concerning a given aspect of the country's activities is in itself not significant in the research specialist's assignment. Whether the research specialist prepares reports based only on the available data or whether he is required to extrapolate and estimate is significant. The strategic importance of the country with respect to the intelligence organization's mission is significant to the extent that it involves the need to estimate and project against an urgent deadline and requires the research specialist to utilize his fund of knowledge and judgment about the situation.

In evaluating the nature and scope of the assignments of a non-supervisory intelligence operations specialist consideration is given to the characteristics that affect the difficulty of such functional assignments as collection systems, guidance and instructions for data collectors, processing information requirements, or carrying out liaison functions. For example, the availability of data about a country may directly affect the difficulty of the assignment to organize a collection system to acquire these data. It may also affect the work involved in processing a requirement for intelligence data if the intelligence operations specialist has to consider the sources of information, the difficulty of collection, and the relative value of acquiring the data as against the cost of acquiring it both in terms of money and in terms of possible compromise of a collection system. If he is performing liaison functions, consideration must be given to the scope of the geographical or functional area which he represents, whether he assists a liaison officer of higher grade, etc. He may be responsible for the processing of all information requirements or only for a limited segment. He may prepare a collection manual for specific weapons systems or he may be responsible for the entire collection system of the organization.

2. Independence of operation and judgment

Independence of operation and judgment is measured by the nature of supervision received; the degree to which the intelligence specialist follow specific instructions, guides, standard work procedures, and techniques; whether they exercise judgment in reconciling apparent conflicts in
data, in assessing validity of reported data or the reliability of the reporters, and in making interpretations and drawing conclusions; and the nature of supervisory and technical review received.

3. **Personal work contacts**

Personal work contacts range from participating in interviews to obtain information and advice and maintaining contacts with counterpart workers in other activities of the intelligence community, to briefing high officials on developments of importance in their geographical or functional areas of assignment, and representing the organization on interagency committees on matters of common interest.

4. **Nature and scope of commitments**

Nature and scope of commitments range from making commitments directly connected with the incumbent's own projects to serving as an authority within his own organization or on a national or international basis.

5. **Skills and knowledges required**

Skills and knowledges required to perform the work will vary with the factors described above. They include a knowledge of current history and international affairs, the ability to apply inductive and deductive reasoning, the ability to meet with and deal effectively with people, and a knowledge of specialized subject matter or of the intelligence community. For all positions, foreign language abilities are desirable; for some they are essential. Also included is the ability to express ideas clearly and effectively, orally and in writing. Some positions require the ability to express technical ideas and material in terms intelligible to the layman.

In the following grade-level discussions, work which is characteristic of nonsupervisory intelligence research specialists alone is described separately as is the work characteristic of nonsupervisory intelligence operations specialists. Functions or techniques that are performed by both, and the elements affecting judgment, personal work contacts, and nature and scope of commitments that apply to both kinds of positions, are not described separately even though they apply to positions with different skills and knowledges.

**INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-05**

**General characteristics**

GS-5 intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists receive assignments as part of a training plan to develop them for higher-grade work. Assigned tasks are of a routine but progressively more difficult nature.
Nature and scope of assignment

On a progressively more responsible basis, GS-5 intelligence research specialists select, abstract, or excerpt data from specific sources and compile them for the use of higher-grade specialists; they evaluate and make preliminary analyses of raw intelligence data in items of such factors as adequacy of detail and coverage, and maintain files of raw or abstracted data. They also attend formal training courses.

Intelligence operations specialists at this level perform routine functions in the area of collection and dissemination. They make preliminary analyses of requests for intelligence information coming from analysts of the organization, and learn to recommend which collection resources are most fruitful. They make preliminary analyses of finished intelligence reports and make tentative distribution plans. They learn the organization structure, functions, and activities of the agencies in the intelligence community. They attend formal training classes.

Independence of operation and judgment

GS-5 employees work under the immediate supervision of specialist of higher grade. Their work is subject to close guidance and detailed review. Supervision and guidance received are primarily for the purpose of developing the abilities of the trainee.

Personal work contacts

Personal work contacts of GS-5 employees are principally with associates in the same unit. Outside contacts are usually initiated for them by their supervisors. Most of such contacts are made in company with the supervisor and are primarily for the purpose of securing information, observing operations, and increasing the employee's knowledge of intelligence functions.

Nature and scope of commitments

None.

Skills and knowledges required

These positions require a background of study or equivalent experience in one or more of the social, political, physical or military sciences or certain specialized scientific or technical knowledges, a fundamental knowledge of research techniques, an ability to express ideas orally and in writing, and a demonstrated potential for learning the methods and techniques characteristic of intelligence work. Foreign language knowledges are desirable, and, for some positions, essential.
INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-07

General characteristics

GS-7 intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists perform standardized tasks, or carry out segments of projects as assistants to specialists of higher grade.

Assignments progress in difficulty and complexity and are designed to provide experience in intelligence techniques and resources. Work at this level is distinguished from work at the GS-5 level by greater independence of operation, which requires progressively greater knowledge of the subject-matter field for the intelligence research specialist or of the functions and operations of the intelligence community for the intelligence operations specialist.

Nature and scope of the assignment

GS-7 employees are primarily factfinders and legmen who assist higher-grade specialists in the performance of their duties.

Intelligence research specialists perform preliminary research, analysis, and evaluation of raw intelligence data based upon such factors as recency and authenticity of technical detail and coverage. They prepare organized presentations of studies which are necessarily brief due to the uncomplicated nature of the specific intelligence, portions of larger studies as assistants to other specialists, or summaries of larger studies.

Intelligence operations specialists review requests for information coming from research specialists and make preliminary determinations of appropriate sources for acquiring such information. They make the preliminary determinations on the distribution of most intelligence reports.

Independence of operation and judgment

GS-7 employees are furnished with such information as priorities or special instructions as to methods of approach and means of overcoming obstacles. Work of a written nature is reviewed during progress for compliance with instructions and guides. Completed work is reviewed for technical accuracy and compliance with instructions.

Personal work contacts

Personal work contacts are broader and more numerous than at grade GS-5 and take place primarily for giving or receiving factual information. GS-7 employees establish working relationships with users at the same working level and with counterparts in other intelligence activities.
Nature and scope of commitments

None.

Skills and knowledges required

In addition to the skills and knowledges required at GS-5, GS-7 employees must possess (1) an ability to relate their subject-matter field to intelligence needs or (2) knowledge of the basic workings and mutual interests of the intelligence community.

INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-09

General characteristics

GS-9 intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists have continuing responsibility for a less complex geographic or functional area, or perform, on a recurring basis, a variety of tasks for a more complex project. They work under the guidance of a senior specialist. The primary emphasis at this level is on factfinding and analysis rather than on interpretation.

Nature and scope of the assignment

GS-9 intelligence research specialists analyze, assimilate, and evaluate all available intelligence information relating to their assigned area of responsibility. They are responsible for selecting new and pertinent material for the files and for recognizing the need to call to the attention of their superiors important new information which may suggest the necessity for further examination or study. They prepare (1) finished studies of factual data, which may be complete in themselves, or (2) assigned portions or contributions to larger studies, statistical compilations, or intelligence publications. Characteristically the finished intelligence which they produce does not require projection of data or estimates of probability.

GS-9 intelligence operations specialists fill requests for intelligence information levied on their own organization by other intelligence organizations. Some Intelligence Operations Specialists GS-9 carry out liaison functions with other intelligence organizations with respect to individual problems which are not expected to offer complications. They prepare collection instructions, guides, and manuals for use by collection activities and organizations, and participate in the review and evaluation of the collection process.

Independence of operation and judgment

Intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists follow standard work procedures independently. Judgment is exercised in adapting basic intelligence techniques to particular situations and in evaluating validity and pertinence of data and reports.
GS-9 employees are expected to complete most assignments without assistance from supervisors; assistance and advice are available on problems and major changes in approach are approved prior to being undertaken. The supervisor keeps informed on problems and progress and reviews completed work for completeness and validity of data, compliance with instructions and procedures and for adequacy of results.

**Personal work contacts**

GS-9 employees maintain contacts with personnel in their own organization on a routine consultative or working basis. They work with their counterparts in other intelligence organizations in securing and validating information, in checking judgments and conclusions, and in resolving mutual and individual problems.

**Nature and scope of commitments**

None.

**Skills and knowledges required**

Both the intelligence research specialists and the intelligence operations specialists require a good knowledge of the basic technical or operational aspects of their basic subject-matter assignments, a familiarity with intelligence techniques and sources, and an understanding of current organization policies and attitudes.

**INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-11**

**General characteristics**

GS-11 intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists are experienced in intelligence techniques and are responsible for projects and activities within a specifically defined geographical or functional area of responsibility. They prepare parts of more complex studies or reports which include all aspects related to their specifically-defined geographic or functional area.

GS-11 employees are responsible for the evaluation and interpretation of their findings. They participate in interagency committees and meetings as representatives of their organization within their assigned area.

**Nature and scope of the assignment**

GS-11 employees apply (and modify, if necessary) established intelligence practices to specific problems which involve many variables. They prepare basic-descriptive and current-reportorial intelligence reports, collection manuals, and instructions to field collectors in their assigned area.
of responsibility. They evaluate incoming reports and information. They arrange for and participate in the briefing and debriefing of attaches and others returning from, or undertaking, foreign travel, assuring that all interested parties are represented and that all essential points are covered.

Some GS-11 intelligence operations specialists advise on potential information sources within and outside the intelligence community. They review collection requirements and direct these requirements to the proper collection activity applying a knowledge of organization for and methods of collecting intelligence data. They serve as liaison representatives with officials of government agencies and non-governmental organizations.

Typically the analyses and evaluations of GS-11 employees are based upon material which they have developed to a point of substantial completion and which they have validated satisfactorily for the purpose for which it is being used. When they perform analyses and evaluations involving the use of data with significant gaps or data that are not satisfactorily validated, their interpretations and projections are developed under the guidance of senior specialists.

**Independence of operation and judgment**

GS-11 employees establish their own work routines. They receive special assignments and policy guidance from the supervisor. Assistance is received in conferences during which the supervisor outlines assignments and objectives, suggests lines of approach, and identifies potential elements of difficulty. Contributions to major projects are reviewed for conformance to format, coherence and consistency, soundness of treatment and interpretation, and fulfillment of the requirements for which the project was instituted.

GS-11 employees exercise judgment in determining method of attack, techniques to be used, and manner of presentation of results. Background information, experience, and advice are available from senior staff members.

**Personal work contacts**

GS-11 employees maintain contacts with their counterparts in other intelligence organizations to keep abreast of current developments, to resolve problems, to eliminate duplication, and to provide free flow of information on matters of intelligence interest. They participate on a working level in interagency conferences and meetings concerned with coordination and planning of projects and establish mutual working relations with their counterparts.

GS-11 employees perform liaison functions with other organizations. At this level they are not the major official channel of communication between the organizations but they are responsible for effective presentation of each organization's needs in specific cases and for establishing harmonious working relations with their counterparts.
Nature and scope of commitments

When representing their areas of responsibility on committees, conferences, and at meetings, GS-11 employees are usually empowered to make agreements and commitments in accordance with previously received instructions which are binding within the scope of their own assignments.

Skills and knowledges required

Additional skills and knowledges required at GS-11 are a thorough knowledge of their subject matter and a working knowledge of conference, briefing, and interpretive techniques; for the intelligence operations specialist, a complete knowledge of specialized intelligence, collection, and dissemination techniques and sources, and the ability to produce instructions and manuals with a minimum of direction; and for the intelligence research specialist the ability to analyze and evaluate raw data in his geographical or functional area in order to produce finished intelligence reports under general supervision.

INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-12

General characteristics

GS-12 intelligence research specialists and intelligence operations specialists are recognized as expert technicians with responsibility for the most complex, difficult, or (as occasion may warrant) most strategic assignments in a given area of responsibility. They have increasing responsibility in projecting data for estimates of future situations. They give professional guidance to their juniors; and advise higher level officials and groups working on specific problems related to their area of responsibility.

Nature and scope of the assignment

GS-12 employees establish methodology for problems which do not appear to be susceptible to treatment by generally accepted methods. They undertake long-range planning in their own work area, considering actual and potential problems, and present findings and recommendations to superiors and policy-makers. They brief superiors, planners, and policy-makers on all aspects of their work assignments.

In addition to assignments characteristic of GS-11, GS-12 employees prepare finished intelligence reports (basic-descriptive, current-reportorial, or speculative-estimative), collection plans and manuals, and guides for field collectors. They review and evaluate incoming intelligence reports and information, collection plans, and programs. Typically, in performing this work, employees are faced with significant gaps in data or data that are difficult to validate. GS-12 employees develop and project data, draw conclusions, and estimate probabilities based
upon their knowledge of current and past intelligence situations, and an understanding of the significance of conditions and trends in their areas of specialization.

**Independence of operation and judgment**

GS-12 employees perform duties without specific instructions; they receive supervision through conferences and discussions with higher-level official. Factual and analytical content of work is generally accepted as accurate. Projections of data and future trends are reviewed for soundness of interpretation and estimates. Review of completed work is in terms of methodology and approach.

Judgment and ingenuity are required in the interpretation of data and adaptation of techniques, criteria, and methodologies. GS-12 specialists continually study trends and changes in their subject-matter field, and are thoroughly familiar with technical guides and publications, workloads, and priorities.

**Personal work contacts**

GS-12 employees carry out personal coordination and liaison with counterparts and colleagues throughout the intelligence community and using agencies. They frequently represent their organization in working groups and committees. They travel to other areas or countries to explain the needs of their organization or to give expert assistance in their field of competence. They give professional guidance and technical assistance to juniors in their own and other intelligence organizations, and serve as coordinators of projects jointly undertaken with other organizational units.

**Nature and scope of commitments**

GS-12 employees are recognized as experts of their organizations within their functional or geographical assignment. Frequently they represent their activity as experts in their area of responsibility.

**Skills and knowledges required**

GS-12 intelligence research specialists must have expert specialized knowledge in their own subject-matter field and the ability to apply facts and estimates derived from numerous sources to a variety of problems having different technical aspects. Intelligence operations specialists must have a broad background and comprehensive experience in intelligence techniques and operations and the ability to apply this knowledge to problems having different collection or distribution aspects. Both research and operations specialists must use a broad understanding of political, military, and economic affairs and history and a broad knowledge and understanding of different peoples and areas in estimating and forecasting future situations.
INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-13

General characteristics

GS-13 intelligence research and operations specialists differ from those of GS-12 in the following respects: They provide consultant service or monitor projects in interrelated geographical or functional fields; their assignments are in terms of general objectives; their technical decisions are authoritative; and they are generally recognized as the organization's experts in their field; supervision received is administrative in nature; review of their work is for timeliness and appropriateness.

Nature and scope of the assignment

In addition to those functions characteristic of GS-12, GS-13 specialists, as a continuing responsibility, project and revise long-range estimates in their assigned field. They also serve on top-level review committees of their own intelligence organization to evaluate, discuss, test, and validate intelligence research reports, and intelligence collection programs, plans, guides and manuals before they are finally approved and released. In this capacity they serve both as representatives of their subject-matter field and as senior staff members and bring to bear both technical considerations of methodology and subject-matter knowledge of their own area.

GS-13 employees represent their organizations with private contractors and outside intelligence sources; they travel to other areas in this country and overseas when problems and projects are of a highly specialized or significant nature requiring the attention of especially qualified technicians.

Some GS-13 employees participate in the development of research programs and review and evaluate the results of these programs until they are fully operational. They prepare justification of projects and brief top agency personnel on the purpose and progress of developmental projects.

Independence of operation and judgment

Work is performed under general administrative direction, based upon current objectives. Results are reviewed for compliance with directives and decisions, and are not usually questioned on a technical basis.

Decisions, estimates, and recommendations are often made under conditions of urgency and pressure based upon mature judgment, experience and recognized professional standing.

GS-13 employees develop new concepts, guides, and methodologies in the solution of unprecedented problems and develop experimental approaches and solutions.
Personal work contacts

GS-13 employees have extensive contacts with individuals of the intelligence community of their own and other organizations at both operating and policy levels. They consult with and advise private contractors; participate in top echelon intra- and inter-agency planning or work groups; and provide advice from the point of view of their own special field. They may serve on committees that have national or international representation and implications and are concerned with matters of great international importance.

Nature and scope of commitments

Decisions and recommendations are made on controversial or novel matters and may serve as precedents. Findings are accepted as technically adequate and are used by higher authority with no questioning of the validity of data used. GS-13 employees have authority to undertake extensive exploratory projects so long as they do not conflict with the conduct of other projects.

Skills and knowledges required

In addition to those characteristics of the GS-12 level, GS-13 employees must have a comprehensive knowledge of the operation of the entire intelligence program of the organization and its relation to the national intelligence activity; an understanding of the functions and operations of other intelligence organizations, even though unrelated to their own special fields; familiarity with related nonintelligence activities; broad knowledge of the influence of their specialized field upon foreign areas and peoples in order to adduce probable courses of development and action; knowledge of the interplay of geographical, political, military, economic, and industrial forces in various regions of the world; and the ability to present and argue for a position effectively.

INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, GS-0132-14

General characteristics

The significant difference between this level of work and the next lower level is that GS-14 specialists have program planning, direction, or evaluation responsibilities for the research or collection operations of a major geographical area, of a functional program with world-wide implications; they also serve as Government-wide experts in broad fields of research or operation.
Nature and scope of the assignment

GS-14 employees initiate projects, collection requests, and requirements for information; plan and direct collection activities; and plan broad research and analysis programs. They initiate and organize new administrative procedures in intelligence collection, production, and dissemination. They assess unforeseen developments, new phenomena, and difficulties encountered, and recommend changes in direction and approach. They evaluate the overall effectiveness and adequacy of the intelligence organization's operations in the light of its mission; they conceive, and initiate developmental projects to accomplish the necessary improvements.

Some GS-14 employees may prepare significant studies or assignments of a highly specialized nature which are expected to have a serious impact upon the intelligence community. They furnish consultation and advice on broad questions such as scope of problems to be investigated, issues involved, possible lines of attack, pertinent references available, required liaison or joint projects with other organizations, objectives to be sought, and security considerations to be observed. They present the interests and points of view of their organization on formal interagency committees, conferences, and work groups.

Independence of operation and judgment

Assignments at GS-14 are in terms of broad objectives to be attained and requirements to be fulfilled. Review is for compliance with national requirements and conformance to policy. A high degree of individual judgment is exercised in developing policies and regulations to meet the needs of the intelligence organization.

Personal work contacts

Personal work contacts at this level do not differ materially from those characteristic of GS-13.

Nature and scope of commitments

GS-14 employees are recognized as authorities throughout the intelligence community. GS-14 incumbents have authority and responsibility for instituting new projects or for redirecting already established projects in the program area for which they are responsible. This is in contrast to the authority of GS-13 employees who undertake exploratory projects which do not significantly affect the progress of other projects in their organizational segment. The conclusions and recommendations of GS-14 incumbents are generally accepted by policy-making officials and strongly influence policy decisions on intelligence matters of great moment.
**Skills and knowledges required**

GS-14 specialists must possess a sense of balance, timing, and proportion. They must be able to grasp conceptual ideas and exercise original thought where there is little time for deliberation and consultation; to evaluate the importance of international situations and problems; and to present well-considered and sound suggestions. They must be able to draw working hypotheses and test them empirically.